Maintenance-Free
Light Pole Base Cover

Deteriorating light pole bases
are hazardous, pose a liability,
and can cost thousands in
unexpected repairs.
The Poletector 360° and 540XL light pole base covers can quickly and inexpensively improve the
appearance of parking areas. This light pole protector creates a unified appealing look, eliminating the
eye sore of rusty or crumbly cement that tends to discourage any attempt to paint them. Installation is
easily done by hand, without the need of extra tools. These light pole bases are strong, yet flexible
enough to protect today’s factory fresh paint finishes from even the most inexperienced drivers. Be
proactive, add beauty and safety to your location with a light pole base cover while eliminating bumper
rubs and car door dings.



Manufactured of 100% Polypropylene.



Covers base dimensions 18” to 24” round
bases and 18” square bases.



The patented ring assembly allows the
Poletector to fit any height light pole base.



The top is cut to your specific dimensions
in-house, insuring it will fit around your
square or round light poles.



Your order will arrive completely
customized for easy installation out of the
box.

Concrete light pole bases will be covered with a 9.5” tall ring set. A
second ring set will extend the unit vertically to 19”. The third and fourth
ring set will extend the unit vertically to 28.5” and 38”. A two-piece cover
will be installed upon the last ring set. This top section will have a cut out
area at the light pole location that will be 1/8” larger than the size of the
light pole. A four-ring Poletector covers a standard 40” base including the
bolt cover.

Promote Your Brand.
Add a logo or colorful
wrap to a Poletector.
Improve the appearance
of your cement light pole
bases while enhancing
your company image.

Need a bigger cover?
The new 540XL will
accommodate a larger base.
For use with 25" to 34"
round or 24" x 24” square
light pole bases.
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